
 

 

MSI Announces Global Mobility Transformation Practice headed by Jan Eckert. 

August 14th, 2018 - MSI Global Talent Solutions, a human capital advisory firm that enables companies 
to improve, grow, and compete through the design and implementation of highly effective human 
capital strategies, has formed a new practice within its Mobility division to help organizations align their 
global mobility/relocation function with the overall strategic objectives of the organization. 

“Global Mobility Transformation provides the platform to align Global Mobility to Company, Business, 
Human Capital, and Talent Management strategic objectives”, commented Jan Eckert. Our holistic 
approach balances the advisory and consulting skills required of mobility professionals while ensuring a 
solid operational foundation”, she added. MSI creates optimal program and team effectiveness for our 
clients to achieve a competitive advantage in today’s rapidly changing global business environment. 
 
Jan Eckert joined the world of Global Mobility as Americas Leader supporting the Consulting Services 
practice at EY, followed by progressive leadership roles at Cap Gemini, Honeywell, and MetLife. She 
recently joined MSI as VP, Mobility Transformation. Her role includes mobility consulting, as well as 
transformation of various phases of client’s mobility programs, program alignment and new 
implementations. 

She is a certified Leadership Coach (Rutgers University) and a member of the International Coaching 
Federation (ICF). Jan is Six Sigma Green Belt certified. She is a member of WERC, SHRM, and a published 
author on linking Talent Management and Global Mobility. 

“Jan brings a wealth of knowledge and expertise from the client perspective to this new practice area”, 
commented Timm Runnion, MSI’s CEO. “With the increased focus on aligning all aspects of the human 
capital function to the overarching strategic objectives of the organization, Jan is a critical strategic asset 
to MSI’s clients” he added. 

Jan will present a webinar titled: Getting the Right Seat at the Right Table all the Time! Mobilizing Mobility 
to Advance Global Workforce Planning on September 13th at 11am. Those interested can register here –  

http://ow.ly/KV7M30llYH4 

### 

About MSI  

MSI Global Talent Solutions is a human capital advisory firm that enables companies to improve, grow, 
and compete through the design and implementation of highly effective human capital strategies in the 
areas of talent, mobilization and expansion, along with the operational business services to execute and 
deliver them. 



Global corporations depend on MSI’s trusted expertise and managed services capabilities in the 
specialized areas of: 

⦿ Corporate Advisory and Consulting 
⦿ Talent Acquisition 
⦿ Talent Management 
⦿ Corporate Relocation 
⦿ Immigration Management 
⦿ Tax and Compensation Advisory 
⦿ Worldwide Employment Services 
⦿ Global Expansion Services 
⦿ Business Travel Compliance 

 

Companies optimize, streamline, and unify with MSI 

www.msigts.com 
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